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ABSTRACT 
In the present paper, we consider the decomposition of curvature tensor 

field Rtk in terms of two non-zero tensor fields and establish five theorems 
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1. Introduction. An n( =2m) dimensional Tachibana space T n is a 

Kaehlerian space which admits a tensor field 4>~ satisfy the conditions (Yano [5], 

1965); 
h . h. 

fi ti =-Bi, 

4>ij =4>ji,($ij =cpf gaJ 
and. 
4>~. =0 

>.J 

... (1.1) 

... (1.2) 

... (1.3) 

where the comma followed by an index denotes the operator of covariant 
differentiation with respect to the metric tensor gij of the Riemannian space. 

The Riemannian curvature tensor field is defined by 

~h -a ih } ..., {h 1 fh} 
L'-j.jk - iljk -Qj v.f+ lil -

a 
where o;=-.. 

• Ch:' 

} ... (1.4) 

The Ricci tensor and Scalar curvature and given by Rii = R~i and R=gii 

respectively. 
It is well known that these tensors satisfy the following indentities 

(Tachibana [2] 1967): 

R':k = R .k . - R,L . IJ ,a J .,> =,J' 

Ri = 2R~a' 

. .. (1.5) 

... (1.6) 
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<l>f Raj = -Rui<I>) 
and 

"'~Ri =Rr;i,i..i. 
'l'i a i 'l'a 

The holomorphically projective curvature tensor PJk is define bv 

PJk = Rjk + n ~ 2 (~sj -Rik Sf + sik+~ - S jk<ti; + 2Su.+Z} 

where Sii = <l>f Raj. 

The Bianchi indentities in J(h are given by 

Rtk + Rjki + R:ii = 0 

and 

R\ + Rikah . + R~ ... = 0. !J ,a ,J UIJ,,. 

... (1.7) 

. .. (1.8) 

... (1.9) 

... (1.10) 

...(1.11) 

The commutative formulae for the curvature tensor fields are as follows : 

T)k -Tk = ra R!ik ... (1.lla) 

and 

Ji~ - Ji~m = Jia R!ni -Tah Rfmi • ... (1.llb) 
A Kaehlerian space Kn is said to be Kaehlerian recurrent, if the curvature 

tensor field satisfies the condition : 

Ri;k,a = J..,aR;k, ... (1.12) 

where 'Aa is a non-zero vector and is known as recurrence vector field (Lal and 

Singh [1], 1971). 

The following relations follow immediately from equation (1.12). 
Rij,a = 'AaRij ... (1.13) 

and 

Ra =AaR ... (1.14) 

2. Decomposition of Curvature Tensor Field Rfjk . We consider the 

decomposition of recurrent curvature tensor field RJk in the following form : 

R~k = X~w .k 
!J i 't' J ' 

... (2.1) 

where Xf and \JI jk, are two tensor fields such that 

Xf'Ah =~· ... (2.2) 

~ is called a decomposed vector field and this is non-zero vector field. 
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Theorem 1. Under the decomposition (2.1), the Bianchi identities for R;k take 

the forms: 
~WJk +P1wki +Pkwv =O ... (2.3) 

and 
A.aWJk +A.1W1ia +XkWq; =0 ... (2.4) 

Proof. From equations (1.10) and (2.1), we obtain 

Xtw1k+Xjwki+Xfwv =O ... (2.5) 

Multiplying equation (2.5) by A.h and using relation (2.2), we get equation (2.3). 

Using eqution (1.11), (1.12) and (2.2), we obtain 

xN1..awJk +J.1\jf1ia +A.k\jfaJ=o ... (2.6) 

Multiplying (2.6) by /..h and using relation (2.2), we get-

~(A.a \jf Jk +A 1\jf 1ia + AkW~ )= 0 ... (2.7) 

Since pi is new zero vector field, therefore 

A.a \!J ik +A. 1'¥ 1ca + A.t \jf ,,,,- = 0 

This completes the_ proof of the Theorem 1. 

Theorem 2. Under the decomposition (2.1), the tensor fields Ptk,Ru and W Jk 

satisfy the relations 

A.aRijk = 1-.iRJk -A.1Hu = ~W 1.t· ... (2.8) 

Proof. With the help of equation (1.5), (1.12) and {1.13), we obtain 

"-a~k =A.iRp~ -A.1Ru· ... (2.9) 

Multiplying equation (2.1) by l h and using relation (2.2), we get 

l..1iR:k = ~W Jk. • .. (2.10) 
From equations (2.9) and (2.10), we get the required relations (2.8), which complete 
the proof of the theorem 2. 

Theorem 3. Under the decomposition (2.1), the quantities A.4 and Xt behave like 

recurrent vector and tensor fields. The recurrent forms of these quantities are 
given by: 

Aa,m =µmA.a ... (2.11) 
and 

Xl',m = VmXi~ ... (2.12) 

where µm and V m are new zero recurrence vector fields. 
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Proof. Differentiating equation (2.8) covarianetly w.r.t. X!Ti and using (2.1), (2.8), 
we obtain 

Aa,mXt\11 jk = At,mRjk -/., j,mRik. . •• (2.13) 

Multiplying equatin (2.13) by A.a and using the equation (2.9), we obtain 

Aa,m (t..iRjk -A.jRik)= 'Aa(>-i,mRjk -}"j,mRik) ... (2.14) 

Now, multiplying equation (2.14) by 'A,. we have 

Aa,m (>..iRjk -A.jRik)Ah =A.,)-;. (t.i,mRjk -J..j,mRi.k)· ... (2.15) 

Since the expression on right hand side of the above equation is symmetric in a 
and h, therfore 

Aa,mAh = Ah,m').,a 

provided that 

t.,.R.k-J...P. :;:O 
J ) j"L'ik, • 

... (2.16) 

The vector field )..a being new zero, we can obtain a proportional vector µm such 

that 

Aa,m =µmJ..a. 

Further, differentiating the equation (2.2) w.r.t. xm and using relation (2.11), we 
get 

xi~m').,h = F},m -µm.F}. . .. (2.17) 

Further, differentiating the equation (2.17) covariently w.r.t. to xi- and using 
equations (2.11) and (2.17), we get 

A.hxf,mz +µz (Pim -µ,,)1) = ~.mI-PiJllm -J.lr,..;~· ... (2.18) 

Interchanging the indices l and m in the above equation and subtracting the 
resulting equation from (2.18), we get 

t..h(Xi~ml -Xtm)= (}},ml -Pi,m)-(µmJ-µl,m)F} · ... (2.19) 

In view of cummutative formulae (1.lla) and (1.llb), equation (2.19) gives 

PaRt:nz = 6.tz.m - µm,1).F} · 

In view of equation (2.1) and (2.2), (2.20) may be expressed as 

x:t..h \If ml =)..a (µl,m -µmJ). 

Multiplying equation (2.21) by A.b, we get 

x:'Ah\Vnu"-b = "-a"-b(µl,m -µm,z). 

... (2.20) 

. .. (2.21) 

. .. (2.22) 



Therefore, we obtain 

X!'>-1)·b1¥ml = Xit.hf.a1¥ml 

From equation (2.23), we get 
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... (2.23) 

X!11> = XiA.a. . .. (2.24) 

Differentiating equation (2.24) covariently w.r.t. X!71- and making use of equation 
(2.11), we get 

!.b(x!.m +µmx; )= A.a(xi.m +µmXt) 

Multiplying the above equation X~ level using the relation (2.24), we get 

i h .J.. h_ i h (
, 

Xb Xa.m , µmXa )- X" (xb;m ~mxt} 
Multiplying (2.26) by A.1i, 1.1 and Tu:t-ing the equatin on (2.2), we have 

that is 

(xixh xh xi \.,. ~ o 
b · a,m - b,m a f"J/'•i = 

PbX!,m ~ P"Xt.m, 

... (2.25) 

... (2.26) 

... (2.27) 

... (2.28) 

which proves the required result (2.12) and completes the proof of the Theorem 3. 
Theorem 4. Under the decomposition (2.1) the decomposed vector field Pi and the 

tensor 1¥ ik behave like recurrent vector and recurrent tensor fields and their 

recurrent froms are given by 

~,m =(um+ vm~ ... (2.29) 

and 

1¥ jk,m = (lm - V m M jk , ••• (2.30) 
respectively. 
Proof. Differentiating the equation (2.2) covariently with respect to X!71- and making 
use of (2.11), (2.12), we have the required recurrent form (2.29). 

Further, differentiating equation (2.1) with respect to X!71- and using equatins 
(1.12),. (2.1), (2.12), we get the required recurrent form (2.30), which completes the 
proof of the Theorem 4. 
Theorem 5. Under the decomposition (2.1), the curvature tensor and 
holomorphically projective curvature tensor are equal iff 

w km {~sJ -PjSih )+ P1 (<1>}<!>~ -<1>7<1>~ )}+ 2Pi'I' jm<l>Z<!>~ = O ... (2.31) 

Proof. The equation (1.9) may be written in the form 

phk = P~k + D~k u .L"i;. u. ... (2.32) 
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where 

Dik = N ~2 (RikSJ-Rjksih +Sikel>~ -Sik4>7 + 2Su<l>Z ). 

Contracting indices hand kin (2.1), we obtain 

Rii = x:w ik . 

In view of equation (2.34), we have 

su = c!>~Xz\Jf jm. 
Making use of relations (2.34) and (2.35) in equation (2.33), we get 

Dh 1 [ }{xmsh xmsh) xmf,i,.h 'l 
iik = --2- \JI km l\: i i - i i + l \Ir /Pi -

n+ 
2xt'Vjm<P:l 

. .. (2.33) 

. .. (2.34) 

. .. (2.35) 

... (2.36) 

From equation (2.32), it is clear that p~ = ~k iff ntk = 0, which in view of 

(2.36) becomes 

'Vkm [X;'Sj-XjSli )+ Xf(cp~cj>~ -cl>f<I>~ )}+2Xz\Jf im<I>; = 0 ... (2.37) 

Multiplying the above equation by /..m and using relation (2.2), we obtain the 

required condition (2.31), which completes the proof of the Theorem 5. 
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